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We describe the high-field (1.0 T) ultra high vacuum (1.6 10−9 mbar) controllable temperature (8 oK up to
>350oK) MCD setup designed and built at LNLS. We show, for nanocrystals of Hematite α-Fe2O3, illustrative
results obtained at room and at low temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Circular Dichroism means a dependence on the
magnetic field applied to the sample, of its optical absorption
coefficient for circularly polarized light. The effect can be
seen comparing the absorption spectra with magnetic field B
aligned parallel and antiparallel with the photon propagation
vector k [1].

The fundamental physical explanation of this phenomenon
invokes several quantum-mechanical principles such as elec-
tronic transitions between an occupied core state and an empty
valence state in the presence of a magnetic field B, angular
momenta of the electronic states and of the circularly polar-
ized photons, conservation of energy and angular momentum
and spin-orbit interaction.

The detailed theory [2-4] is rather complex, but the final
result is that, from the spectra gathered with a given choice
of circular polarization but opposite directions of the mag-
netic field B, one can extract the separate contributions to the
atomic magnetic moment, due to the intrinsic and orbital an-
gular momenta of the electrons responsible for the light ab-
sorption process. Such quantities can be calculated directly
from “first-principle” models by making hypotheses regard-
ing the electronic quantum states. They depend critically on
the chemical state and neighborhood of the atoms contributing
to the absorption.

It is recalled that the magnetic (and often the transport)
properties of materials containing transition metal and or rare
earth atoms are related to the incomplete 3d (in the transition
metals) or 4f (in the rare earths) electronic shell. To study op-
tical absorption involving these electrons, one needs photon
energies in the range from 400 to 1500 eV, which are avail-
able only at synchrotron light sources.

From a practical point of view, MCD is a powerful method
for basic research in atomic and solid state physics. For in-
stance, metal-insulator transitions related to the Ni 3d states
in RNiO3 perovskites [5] have been investigated at LNLS us-
ing optical absorption. It is known that Ni perovskites exhibit
a wealth of magnetic phase-transitions as a function of tem-
perature [6] which could also be investigated by MCD in the
same LNLS beamline, with the equipment described below.
The experiment would be almost identical to [5] and perhaps
allow for further elucidation of these complex materials.

The instrumentation needed for MCD measurements in
most standard magnetic materials includes therefore a tun-

able light source in the soft X-ray spectral range (“soft X-ray
beamline” in a synchrotron facility), equipment to measure
optical absorption, a device to apply a magnetic field B to the
sample and a cooling/heating system if one wants to change
the sample temperature. Since light in this spectral range is
strongly absorbed by all solid materials, there can be no win-
dows between the synchrotron source and the sample. The
whole experiment has to be enclosed in the same ultra high
vacuum needed for the operation of the synchrotron source.

At the Brazilian synchrotron source LNLS [7] there are two
beamlines [8,9] available for such experiments, capable of de-
livering circularly polarized light, and a third one is under con-
struction.

In section II we describe the MCD equipment without fur-
ther discussion of the light source. In section III we show and
discuss illustrative MCD spectra. In section IV we list con-
clusions and perspectives.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MCD EQUIPMENT

Let us consider separately the (1) probe, the (2) light ab-
sorption measurement system, the (3) magnetic system and the
(4) vacuum chamber.

(1)Probe : this is a copper block supporting up to 6 samples
(of size ∼ 1x1 cm2), see Fig. 1.

FIG. 1: Sample module: (1) Connection to the cryostat cold head;
(2) Kovar thermal stress relief sleeves; (3) Alumina insulator, brazed
to the sleeves; (4) Electrical connection; (5) Sample holder as such;
(6) High transmission mesh, electrically insulated from the sample
holder, and to which we apply a positive bias.
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The copper block is actually a cooled/heated substrate with
temperature control, electrically connected to a picoammeter.
The electrically insulated probe is mounted to a Helium cryo-
stat cold finger/heater, and is exposed to soft X-ray light inside
an ultra high vacuum chamber, in the presence of a magnetic
field. The whole cryostat is mounted to the vacuum chamber
through a mechanical feed-thru and is moved in the plane per-
pendicular to the light beam to select the sample one wants to
expose.

Attached to the probe, 0.5 mm in front of the samples, there
is an insulated grid (high transparency wire mesh) which is
part of the detection system (see below), and which is electri-
cally biased (about +200 V) in relation to the chamber by an
external power supply.

We have three Si temperature sensors; sensor A is attached
to the cold head, sensor B is attached to the probe as close
as possible to the alumina insulator, sensor C is as close as
possible to the samples. The temperature of all samples is
expected to be the same because they are all very close to each
other on a copper substrate with high thermal conductance.

The lowest sample temperature achievable is determined
by black-body radiative heating of the cooled sample sub-
strate and by the thermal conductivity of the alumina elec-
trical insulator. We estimated the radiation power density
(due to the 300 K environment) as 0.1 Wcm−2strad−1 using
the Stefan-Boltzmann law ∂2P/∂A∂Ω = σT 4. The estimated
power absorbed by each face of area A=3x3 cm2 is then 2πA
∂2P/∂A∂Ω ∼ 3 W. This estimate is consistent with the mea-
sured temperature difference ∆T = 13 K across the alumina
insulator (κ = 0.074 Wcm/K). At room temperature sensors
A B C gave the same reading within 0.5 K, which we take as
indication of good match of the origin in their individual tem-
perature scales, but sensor C has not been calibrated over the
whole temperature range of interest.

There were temperature gradients in the sample probe it-
self. We ended up with a measured sample temperature of 45
K (for cold head at 8 K). Also, we should note that on succes-
sive heat-cool cycles the thermal contact between the probe
and its temperature sensor C seemed to be adversely affected.
Considering the dispersion of the readings on successive heat-
cool cycles, we estimate the uncertainty in the absolute sample
temperature (given by sensor C) to be about ±5 K.

(2) Light absorption measurement: we measured the rela-
tive optical absorption indirectly, via the total electron yield,
see Fig. 2. As the sample absorbs photons, it emits photoelec-
trons, Auger electrons and secondary electrons resulting from
scattering of the former. These outgoing electrons are col-
lected by the positively biased mesh mentioned in the previ-
ous item. The sample becomes positively charged and drains a
small current (a few nA) which is measured by the picoamme-
ter. The sample current is recorded by a computer which also
selects the photon energy (wavelength) incident on the sample
and has on-line access to information regarding photon beam
intensity, wavelength, timing, and similar data needed for cal-
ibration and normalization of the spectra.

FIG. 2: Measurement of optical absorption via total electron yield.

Let us observe that many factors affect the quality of the
recorded absorption spectra: spectral resolution, acquisition
time, stability of the synchrotron source, value of the bias
voltage applied to the electron collection grid. Furthermore,
spectra taken with polarized light from a bending magnet syn-
chrotron source (our case) pay a price in signal to noise ra-
tio and length of acquisition time: first, one must select just
a fraction of the synchrotron light beam, either above or be-
low the plane of the orbit; second, the light intensity incident
on the sample becomes very sensitive to disturbances in the
stored electron beam.

(3) Magnetic system: this is a rather complex assembly
made with high performance NdFeB permanent magnets (Va-
codym 745 HR, supplied by Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau,
Germany; remanence Br=1.44 T, coercivity HcB=14.0 kOe;
for best UHV performance the blocks are uncoated), see
Fig. 3. The magnets along the photon beam axis have a hole
to let the beam thru and also for alignment purposes.

The magnetic structure is of Halbach type [10], provid-
ing maximum magnetic flux inside and minimum outside the
magnet assembly. The design was made using the ESRF
program Radia [11]; it was optimized for highest possible
field with highest possible homogeneity at the sample posi-
tions. After assembly was completed in the magnet laboratory
at LNLS, the device was characterized in great detail. We
achieved a field B=1.0 T, which is uniform to within 0.001
T inside a cylindrical volume with about 1 cm diameter and 2
mm thickness, and where the sample is supposed to be placed.
The magnet assembly offers two such sites, spaced by 50 mm,
where B points in opposite directions.

In order to choose B parallel or antiparallel to the photon
wavevector k, the whole magnet assembly can be moved in-
side the vacuum chamber around the stationary sample mod-
ule, under computer or manual control, driven by a pneumatic
piston.

(4) Vacuum chamber: we used a chamber with the standard
LNLS design, in which the bulky magnet assembly, the cryo-
stat and sample module, plus all the monitoring and vacuum
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FIG. 3: The magnetic system. Please, refer to the XYZ coordinate
system embedded in the figure. The positions where the field has
maximum strength and homogeneity are (0, -25, 0) and (0, +25, 0),
in units of mm. In these two points, B=±B0x, with B0 = 1Tesla. The
rather flat sample holder can be maneuvered along the XYZ direc-
tions over some small spatial range, for fine adjustment. The whole
magnetic assembly can be displaced along the Y axis by 50 mm, in
order to choose the direction (±x) of the field applied to the sam-
ple. The focused photon beam comes along the X axis, goes through
the rectangular holes and hits the sample. The 4 identical perma-
nent magnet blocks around each of the two possible sample positions
have their magnetic moment M aligned in the (±x) directions; these
blocks were molded with a shallow recess and joined symmetrically
to make the rectangular holes. The other 6 blocks, also identical, but
without recesses, have M along (±y), in order to optimize the field
in the two sample locations, and minimize the stray fields outside
the structure (see Ref [10]). The two soft iron end-pieces close the
magnetic circuit.

accessories fitted neatly.
The chamber was built at LNLS using the established tech-

niques for welding and cleaning needed for ultra high vacuum
parts. After bake-out at 150 C during 24 hours, the pressure in
these chambers is consistently in the low 10−10 mbar range.
In our case, however, the equipment could not be heated up
to such high temperature under penalty of irreversible mag-
netization loss. Instead of baking at high temperature, we had
week long pumping down periods at T=50C, and adopted spe-
cial venting procedures whenever it was needed to break the
vacuum. We were able to make our measurements at a cham-
ber pressure in the high 10−10 mbar range. The composition
of the residual gases was monitored with a dedicated RGA
head mounted to one of the ports in the chamber; we detected
only H and some H2O. Water contamination at low tempera-
ture is a real concern if one wants to measure absorption near
the O K edge in water-free samples.

Pumping was provided by a large (1000 l/sec) turbomole-
cular pump plus a liquid Nitrogen insert, which operated as
cryopump. In addition, the cryostat itself provided some non-
intentional cryopumping when it was on.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The samples used were aqueous solutions of colloidal α-
Fe2O3, prepared by R D Zysler et al in Centro Atomico Bar-

iloche, Argentina, according to the procedure described in ref
[12]. Several nanoparticle sizes were available. A drop of
the solution was spread over the gold surface of the sample
holder, and let dry at room temperature. We loaded 4 differ-
ent types of nanocrystals in our sample holder. The two blank
sites were used for monitoring chamber contamination.

The measurements were done at the D08-SGM beamline of
the Brazilian Synchrotron Source LNLS.

For each sample, at each temperature, data gathering and
treatment was as follows.

We recorded a group of spectra with fixed handedness
(left or right) of the incident polarized light, inverting B for
each successive spectrum in a group (the direction of B was
changed by moving the magnet assembly). The rationale for
such a procedure was that we needed to compute differences
between acquired spectra; we hoped to cancel out slow ran-
dom drifts of light beam position or intensity, by comparing
spectra taken immediately one after the other.

Next, for each spectrum, we normalized the sample photo-
current to 100mA stored electron beam current. After that,
we removed a constant background and normalized to unit in-
tensity of the highest peak. Finally, we got four “difference
spectra” by making the difference between “adjacent” spec-
tra with opposite B and took the average of the various “dif-
ference spectra”; the result is referred to as “dichroism spec-
trum”. The “unpolarized spectrum” was obtained with unpo-
larized synchrotron light, or by averaging spectra taken with
polarized light but opposite B.

Figure 4a shows the unpolarized spectrum and Fig. 4b the
dichroism spectrum of sample #422 (particles with diameter
φ=15 nm) at room temperature, in the spectral region of elec-
tronic transitions between the Fe 2p and 3d states (Fe L edge).

A rough interpretation of the unpolarized spectrum for a
single Fe atom is as follows: the six 2p states (l=1, s=1/2),
which would be degenerate in the H atom, are split in the Fe
atom due to spin-orbit interaction, into two groups with total
angular momentum j=1/2 and j=3/2. The ten 3d (l=2, s=1/2)
states have negligible spin–orbit interaction and are all degen-
erate. Transitions from 2p j=3/2 into 3d are roughly twice
more probable than transitions from 2d j=1/2 into 3d, because
there are four j=3/2 states as compared with only two j=1/2
states. Hence, the strong peak centered at about 708 eV is
related to initial states j=3/2, while the smaller peak at about
721 eV is related to initial states j=1/2. The spacing between
the spectral peaks is the spin-orbit interaction energy.

In the presence of the magnetic field the electronic states
change. In addition, the transition probability depends not
only on the number of available initial and final states, but
also on the matrix element of the photon-electron interaction
and on the handedness of the photons, which is why there is
dichroism.

For a α-Fe2O3 nanocrystal this simple picture has to be
modified [13]. The nanocrystals are expected to have a per-
manent magnetic moment which depends on particle size and
temperature, and which provides a local magnetic field Bloc
usually much larger than the externally applied field Bext . In
a typical sample, the light beam illuminates many nanocrys-
tals, which, in the absence of Bext , are randomly oriented, so
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FIG. 4: Spectra of sample #422 (α-Fe2O3) at room temperature, at the Fe L absorption edge. (a) unpolarized; (b) dichroism.
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FIG. 5: Spectra of sample #422 (α-Fe2O3) at room temperature, at the O K absorption edge (a) unpolarized; (b) dichroism.

an average spectrum would always be measured. We apply
the external field in order to orient the magnetic moments of
all the nanocrystals parallel, and only then we see dichroic ef-
fects. The crystal structure in the nanocrystal also has strong
effects on the electronic states.

Since one expects the O neighbors to affect the Fe elec-
tronic states and vice-versa, it is interesting also to look for
dichroism at the O absorption edge related to transitions 1s
into 2p and 3p (O K edge). In hematite the O 2p 3p states
hybridize strongly with Fe 3d 4s [14], which results in a com-
plicated spectral shape, from which, however, it is possible to
obtain some structural information [15].

Figure 5 shows the unpolarized and dichroism spectra re-
lated to the Oxygen K edge, for sample #422 at room temper-
ature.

At low temperature we expect changes in the nanocrystal
magnetization [13, 16] and in the electronic states of both
Fe and O, which would affect the spectra. For instance, the
dichroism at the Fe L edge, Fig. 6b, is much stronger at low
temperature, as expected from the discussion in [16].

Since there is no noticeable change in the spectra at the
Fe L edge for the cold sample (compare Figs. 6a, 4a) we
believe there is no significant water condensation, in spite of
water being always present in the residual gas of the chamber.
Further evidence against the possibility of significant water
condensation on the sample surface at low temperature is the
fact that the O K edge spectra of the blank slot (not shown
here) in the sample holder at low and room temperature are
almost identical and much weaker than the spectra of sample
#422.

Figure 7 shows spectra at the O K edge, for the cryostat
temperature set to T= 8 K. The unpolarized and also the
dichroism spectra are different from that shown in Fig. 5.
Since there is no evidence of water condensation in the cold
sample, we believe that the differences in the O K edge spec-
tra, at room and low temperature (Figs. 5 and 7) are a real
effect associated with changes in the electronic states of the
sample.

A detailed discussion of the temperature dependence of our
spectra at the O K edge will be given elsewhere.
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FIG. 6: Spectra of sample #422 (α-Fe2O3) at cryostat head temperature 8 K and sample estimated temperature 45 K, at the Fe L absorption
edge. (a) unpolarized; (b) dichroism.
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FIG. 7: Spectra of sample #422 (α-Fe2O3) at cryostat head temperature 8 K and sample estimated temperature 45 K, at the O K absorption
edge. (a) unpolarized; (b) dichroism

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We described equipment for magnetic circular dichroism
measurements built at LNLS and used in the SGM (Spherical
Grating Monochromator) beamline. The apparatus is compat-
ible with ultra high vacuum (10−10 mbar range) and allows
cooling/heating of the sample in vacuum with fine (±0.1 K)
temperature control in the range 350 K down to 8 K.

The magnetic field applied to the sample is highly uniform
over a large volume (cylindrical region of diameter 1 cm and
thickness 2 mm) and very strong (1 T) allowing a high de-
gree of magnetic domain orientation even for “hard” magnetic
samples.

It has so far been successfully used for measurements on
thin films of hematite nanocrystals at low temperature.

Some interesting technical issues that had to be addressed
are as follows: 1) Assembly of the magnetic structure, given
the strong forces applied on each subsequent block, once

one (or more, from a total of 14 blocks) is in place. The
LNLS Magnet Group developed a special rig for handling the
blocks. 2) Robust mechanical mounting of the electrically in-
sulated probe to the cryostat cold head, allowing good thermal
contact. The LNLS Materials group developed a successful
brazed copper/kovar/alumina part after we tried several un-
fruitful schemes. 3) Extraction of the electron yield: in the
presence of the strong magnetic field, a space charge cloud
developed in front of the sample and there was no sample
current. This space charge was removed with a biased grid
installed very close to the sample, covering a solid angle of
essentially 2π. 4) Limitations regarding bake-out temperature
due to irreversible magnetization loss in the NdBFe blocks.
We are still living uncomfortably with it. The only possible
solution is to compromise on the maximum field, choosing a
different material for the blocks. This would be adequate for
work with nanocrystals but perhaps not with “hard” magnetic
samples. At any rate, a new magnet assembly would have to
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